
Ref: 1. Memo No.1562/M.I(1)/2016-1 dated 17.03.2016
2. Memo No. 1562/M.I(1)/2016-2 dated 05.08.2016

In the reference 1st cited, the Government issued certain instructions to the District Collectors with regard to utilization of sand from the Order Streams I,II,III, IV, V and VI for local use both for Government and Private works.

2. In addition to the above, certain instructions to the concerned for the supply of sand from de-siltation areas as per the requirement of Rural Water Supply works taken up under Mission Bhagiratha Program are issued as under:

1. The EE/SE of RWS to list out the number of works required in a particular District under Mission Bhagiratha and made available to the District Collector concerned.

2. Such works shall be earmarked with the location specific by giving the requirement of sand for each of such works and made available to the District Collector.

3. Sources of Sand to be extracted through de-siltation be listed out by the respective EE/SE of the Irrigation Department and made available to the concerned District Collector.

4. Such sources shall be made available along with point of source and quantity therein.

5. The District Collector shall make use of the de-siltation areas as one of the source for supply of sand to the works of RWS under Mission Bhagiratha in addition to the Order Streams from I to VI.

6. The District Collectors shall match the supply and demand for the RWS works under Mission Bhagiratha in their respective districts.

7. The District Collectors find that if there is shortfall or supply of sand from within their respective districts to meet the demand for RWS works, such requirement may be made known to M/s TSMDC.

8. The VC & MD, TSMDC shall make sure that the supply of sand is made available for the works in a particular district from the nearest source as per the request of the District Collectors.

9. As per S.O. 141E, dt. 15.01.2016 issued by MOEF, Government of India dredging and de-silting of Dams/Reservoirs where, barrages and canal for the purpose of their maintenance, up keep and disaster management.

10. The EE/SE of RWS shall make request to the collectors regarding the requirement of sand for different works in a particular district.

[P.T.O.]
11. The District collector shall forward the request made by the EE/SE, RWS to the concerned ADM&G for issuing Transit forms.

12. The ADM&G, concerned shall issue transit forms after collecting necessary statutory payments from the Irrigation Department before lifting of sand from the source point.

13. The ADM&G concerned shall also make regular inspections at source, near the consuming point and as well as during transit.

14. Any misuse of such transit forms, if found by the concerned officers of the Mines & Geology department, the supply of sand shall be stopped and liable to penalize as per prevailing rules.

15. The District Collectors shall make sure that there is no shortage of supply of sand for RWS works under Mission Bhagiratha in the State.

ARVIND KUMAR
PRINCIPAL SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT & CIP

To,
All the District Collectors in the State.
The Director of Mines and Geology, Hyderabad.
The Vice Chairman & Managing Director, Telangana State Mineral Development Corporation Ltd., Hyderabad.
All the Deputy Directors/Assistant Directors of Mines and Geology through the Director of Mines & Geology, Hyderabad.
The Revenue (LA) Department.
The Panchayat Raj & Rural Development Department.
The Irrigation & CAD Department.
The Director of Ground Water Department.
The Commissioner of Panchayat Raj Department.
All the Gram Panchayats through the Commissioner of Panchayat Raj Dept.,

Copy to:
The G.P. for Industries, High Court, Telangana State, Hyderabad.
P.S. to Hon’ble Minister (Mines & Geology)
P.S. to Prl. Secy to Govt., & CIP, Industries & Commerce Department.

//FOREWARDED :: BY ORDER//

SECION OFFICER